Carole and Marcus Weinstein Jewish Community Center
Legacy Plan
Life & Legacy Program

Mission Statement:
The Weinstein JCC exists to strengthen Jewish identity and continuity by enriching personal, cultural, social and physical development, by fostering leadership and by promoting the welfare of the Jewish community and the community as a whole.

Case Statement:
For more than seven decades, the Carole and Marcus Weinstein Jewish Community Center has promoted the personal, cultural, social and physical development of members of the Jewish and greater Richmond community. We connect families and build Jewish identity and are dedicated to the well-being of people of all ages and faiths.

We are THE place that:

- Is the heart of the Richmond Jewish Community where the values and heritage of Judaism are the foundation of all we do.
- Fosters friendships, promotes wellness and builds Jewish identity among people of all ages – from 1 month to 99 years.
- Enriches lives and serves as a place of belonging, where one can build lifelong relationships and create enduring family memories.
- Embraces diversity and allows everyone to engage with and enter into our Jewish community.

This is our Weinstein JCC – a place that proudly connects, enriches, and inspires.

We are THE place where our culture lives, our families unite, and where the future of our Jewish community is shaped. We are the gateway to the community, a place where Jewish journeys begin and sustain. A place where all are embraced and welcomed to participate in our high-quality, well respected programs and services.

Our legacy donors are people just like YOU who want to see that their children, grandchildren and great grandchildren will always be able to enjoy the shared experience and sense of belonging offered at the Weinstein JCC.

Please join us!

Management Plan: